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Lord Wade was very annoyed when he saw Lord Banks at the moment. He couldn’t help but said, “Oh,
it turns out that it is Brother banks! You are so old, who are you wearing filthy filial piety for you?
Could it be that you are so old and new? Can’t you recognize your godfather?”

Lord Banks’s face was hot, and he blurted out: “Lord Wade, you still care about yourself! After today,
your Wade Family will only have a dead end! Don’t hurry up and put on filial piety, kneel down and beg
for mercy, and be careful that your bruce grave will be stripped off. !”

Lord Wade sternly said: “Lord Banks, you old dog! The loess is buried in the bones of the eyebrows,
and it is so shameless to give it to others! Lord Wade will not be like an old dog like you, wagging in
front of outsiders for benefit! “

Lord Banks was anxious and frustrated: “Your surname wade is all good, since they are all so good,
then ask for more blessings!”

At this time, Abbas stepped to a stop three meters in front of Charlie.

He looked at Charlie and the others in front of him, gritted his teeth and said coldly: , I have been
asked to give you a message yesterday. If I want to survive, I will wear filthy filial piety today and kneel
to welcome my parents’ coffins. Unexpectedly, none of you did it! It seems that all of you are not
afraid of death!”

Charlie smiled faintly at this time: “I don’t know if others are afraid of death, I only know, I am not
afraid!”

Most of the Wade Family members were nervous to die, and Corran even whispered to Jon Wade:
“Quick! Go quietly and get Xiaoyi!”

Jon Wade nodded in a hurry, the cat walked backwards, took out two sets of linen clothes from a pile
of ancestor worship items, and then immediately carried it into his arms like a thief.

What he didn’t expect was that Brenden also took out several sets of filial piety from a tin box
containing incense, and held them in his arms like a pregnant woman.

The two looked at each other, and both saw the surprise in each other’s eyes and guessed the other’s
intentions. Then the two of them ignored no one, and turned their heads and sneaked into the crowd.

Immediately afterwards, Corran and Myles’s family all had a set of filial attire, and they all carried the
filial attire in their arms one after another. When the time was wrong, they immediately put on
surrender.

And before, Charlie didn’t answer Abbas’s words, but looked up and down Abbas to assess the overall
strength of this person.

This was the first time he saw Abbas.

I have to say that this person is really murderous.



Moreover, his cultivation is very solid, and all the Qi meridians and eight meridians have been opened
up.

In the martial arts field, Abbas is indeed the strongest one Charlie has seen so far.

However, in Charlie’s eyes, even an eight-star martial artist like Abbas was still scum.

Without aura, just relying on internal strength, even if all the Qi meridians and eight meridians are
opened up, and all of them reach the realm of 100% Consummation?

Still can’t escape the category of mortal bones.

According to the records of the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, martial arts is actually just a
small introductory stage of ancient Chinese martial arts.

The ancient martial arts of Huaxia is an extremely profound cultivation method, which contains a lot of
realms.

And even if Abbas were all 100% perfect in the Eight Meridians of the Qijing, they still belonged only
to the first realm of Guwu, the Ming realm.

Only by breaking through another big realm can you enter the dark realm of Guwu.

But behind the Dark Realm, there are the Transformation Realm and the Grand Master Realm.

Therefore, Abbas is just the one with the best academic performance in the kindergarten class.

But if you go to the first grade of elementary school to get a person out, you can crush him in all
directions.

Not to mention that there are junior high schools, high schools and even universities in the back.

At this moment, Abbas found that Charlie was looking at himself, and couldn’t help but look at Charlie.

Seeing that Charlie was just a weak scholar, he didn’t seem to have any cultivation base, he couldn’t
help being a little surprised: “I haven’t hidden the slightest murderous aura at the moment, even
ordinary warriors dare not look at me. This kid has no cultivation base. Why are you so courageous? Is
this a newborn calf who is not afraid of tigers?”

Immediately, he looked at the people around Charlie and found that there were many warriors among
them, and many others who were six or seven points similar to the warriors, but also had three or four
points different.

As a result, he wiped a smile at the corner of his mouth, and said coldly: “I said why the Wade Family is
so kind. Turned out to find a helper. I didn’t expect that there was a four-star warrior in it, and there
were two other four-star warriors. Quite an alien warrior, if I read it right, he should be a Japanese
ninja?!”

As soon as Abbas said this, the expressions of Lord Elms (Wilfred) and Ito Nanako changed slightly.

Lord Elms (Wilfred) didn’t expect that the other party could see his cultivation level at a glance!

And Nanako Ito didn’t even expect that Abbas could tell with his eyes that he brought a ninja!



Moreover, it can be seen that among them, there are two top-notch Shangren.

This shows that Abbas’s strength is not a little bit stronger than them.

However, Abbas did not expect that Charlie smiled slightly at this time, and said calmly: “I’m sorry, you
guessed wrong, to deal with your three-legged cat kung fu rubbish, there is no need to ask for any
helpers, they are all invited by me. , The audience waiting to see how you are abused!”
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